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archaeoastronomical re earch carried out during he last few decades has 
revealed t at architectural orientati ns in Mesoamerica exhi it a clearly non-random 
distributio and that civic and cer monial buildings were ostly oriented on the 
basis of a tronomical considerati ns, particularly to the un's positions on the 
horizon 0 certain dates of the trop'cal year.! While the ali nments to sunrises and 
sunsets on the solstices and equin xes have been found on various archaeological 
sites, the ost frequent orientati nal groups correspond to other dates whose 
significan e is less obvious. Acc rding to various hypot eses put forward thus 
far, the solar dates recorded by t e orientations can be i terpreted in terms of 
their relevance in the agricultural cycle and in the comp tations related to the 
calendrica system. It has been su gested, for example, t at the dates indicated 
by the ali nments are separated b calendrically significa t intervals. The most 
elaborate odel of this type has een proposed by Tich ,2 who contends that 
these date mark intervals of 13 a d 20 days and multiple thereof; on the other 
hand, he Iso suggests that the rientations are spaced in accordance with a 
geometric 1 system based on a 45° angular measureme t unit. Some authors 
reconstruc ed possible horizon ca endars for particular si s, on the assumption 
that promi ent peaks of the local horizon served as natur I markers of sunrises 
and sunset on relevant dates.3 

In order to test such hypotheses, undertook precise meas rements of alignments 
at 37 Prec assic, Classic and Post'lassic archaeological si es in central Mexico. 
This invol ed measuring not only the orientations of civi -ceremonial structures 
but also th alignments to promine t mountains on the local horizon, placed within 
the angle f annual movement of t e sun. The analyses of e data obtained show 
that the d tes of sunrises and su sets both along the arc itectural orientations 
and above the prominent hills on the local horizon exhi it consistent patterns, 
being sep ated by intervals that e predominantly multi les of 13 and 20 days 
and are, t erefore, significant in t rms of the Mesoameric n calendrical system. 
Furthermo e, the most frequently r current dates, registere at a number of sites, 
apparently marked crucial moment of a ritual agricultural ycle. The regularities 
detected st ongly suggest that the i portant ceremonial stru tures were constructed 
on careful! selected places, in orde to employ certain surro nding peaks as natural 
markers 0 horizon calendars. Bot the orientations embod ed in the monumental 
architectur of a particular site - oc asionally dominating th entire urban layout
and the pr minent features of the 10 al horizon allowed the se of an observational 
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calendar that, in view of the lack of permanent concordance of the calendrical 
and tropical years, was necessary for predicti ng important seasonal changes and 
for an efficient schedul ing of the corresponding agricultural activi ties. Jt is also 
obviou , however, that thi s practical function of observational calendars was 
deeply embedded in the ritual and intimately related with social organization, 
religion and poljlica l ideology.4 

The resu lts of my re earch in central Mexico agree with ome general idea 
formerly expres ed by other authors, but differ in important details which concern 
the principles underlying the orientational pattern and the u e of ob ervational 
calendars. While some of Tichy's models,5 for example, do have a real basis -
even if his specific hypotheses are not corroborated - hi geometrical orienlational 
scheme can hardly be su tained.6 

The Templo Mayor of Tenochtitlan. one of the structures included in my study, 
exemptifie. the ob ervational and calendrical function of the alignments at central 
Mexican ites from the Preclassic onwards. 

Architecture and Chronology 

The remain of the Templo Mayor of Tenochtitlan (Figure 1) are located in Mexico 
City's historical centre, immediately northeast of the Metropolitan Cathedral 
(longitude: 99° 07' 51" W' latitude: 19° 26' 03" N' altjtude above sea level: 2240 
m7). The earlie t ve tige of a settlement in the area occupied in later rimes by rhe 

FIG. I. Re main. of the Templo Mayor of Tenochli tl an. wi th its va ri ous s tructural phases (view 
to the nonh). 
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TABL I. Data on the orientations 0 the Templo Mayor of Tenochtitlan. 

Structure A h Ii Dates 

Templo Mayor Ph se II 97°42' ± 30' 202' ± 5' -6°39' ± 30' Mar 3, Oct 10 ± Id 
277°42' ± 30' 207' ± 3' 7°54' ± 30' Apr9.Sep 1 ± Id 

6°30' ± 1° 
Later phases 95"36' ± 30' 1 55' ± 5' -4°43' ± 30' Mar 9, Oct 5 ± 1 d 

275°36' ± 30' 222' ± 5' 6°00' ± 30' Apr 4, Sep 7 ± 1 d 
6°40' ± 30' 

Templo Mayor c remonial precinct dat from the Early Postclassic.8 However, 
the greater part of architectural remai s discovered so far belong to the Late 
Postclassic, inclu ing the various stru tural stages of the Templo Mayor, the 
main building of he sacred precinct 0 the Mexica capital. Even if there is no 
agreement about t e details concerning t e chronological sequence of the Templo 
Mayor's construe ion, it seems that Ph se II can be dated, according to several 
propositions, to th fourteenth century;9 t is thus probable that the earliest temple 
(nowadays cover d by the constructio called Phase II) was built in the same 
century or even in the previous one. 

The research a complished so far lO as made possible to distinguish seven 
principal building stages of the Templo ayor. Each of the known superimposed 
structures, all of t em similar in shape, . s characterized by a double stairway on 
the west side. Upo the platform of Phas II the remains of upper twin sanctuaries 
are also preserve , dedicated to the go s Tlaloc and Huitzilopochtli. Not only 
the Contact-perio historical sources b t also an enormous amount of offerings 
and other archaeo ogical finds provide i formation as to the ritual activities and 
complex symbolis associated with the emplo Mayor.11 

ArchitecturalOrie tations and Alignmen s to Prominent Horizon Features 

The data on archi ectural orientations a the Templo Mayor of Tenochtitlan are 
listed in Table 1. he mean east-west a d north-south azimuths (with estimated 
margins of error) ppear in the second column (A), whereas the corresponding 
horizon altitudes a e given in the third c lumn (h). The astronomical declinations 
calculated for eac azimuth and horizon ltitude, taking into account the effects of 
atmospheric refrac ion, appear in the fou h column (8),12 while the dates on which 
the sun had these eclinations are listed i the fifth column. 13 

The east-west rientation azimuth of Phase II is based on the azimuth of the 
narrow passagewa that separates the u per twin sanctuaries (Figure 2), because 
the latter probably eproduces the intende orientation of the temple with particular 
fidelity: the drawi g of the TempJo Ma or in the Tenochtitlan map attributed to 
Cortes shows a fa e representing the s n flanked by the two upper sanctuaries, 
thus suggesting t at the observations ere made precisely along the passage 
between them. 14 E en if this is not an in isputable proof that the orientation of the 
passage is the mo t relevant one, it doe seem significant, on the one hand, that 
other east-west Ii es measured on the hase II structure exhibit very divergent 
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azimuths and, on the other, that their mean is very c lo e to the present-day azimuth 
of the passage (cf illfra). 

The remains of the various construction stages of the Templo Mayor are nowadays 
considerably displaced from their original position, due to differential settlements 
that the architectural complex bas undergone through the centuries" and which must 
have also resulted in hori:wntal movements. At present, the azimuth of the axis of 
the passageway between the twin sanctuaries of Phase n is 97°32', but originally it 
must have been a I ittle larger, because the structure is strongly inclined, its southeast 
extreme exhibiting the highest elevation. Measuring relative heights of various 
points on the upper platform,16 ( was able to determine the approximate inclination 
angles in tbe north-south and east-west directions and to calculate, on these grounds, 
the probable magnitude of horizontal movements. The calculations, presented in 
detail in the Appendix, indicate that a small rotation movement in the horizontal 
plane must have accompanied the process of settling of the structure and that the 
east- west architectural alignment originally had slightly greater azimuths than they 
have nowadays. Since the magnitude of this horizontal skew may have been between 
o and 20 minutes of arc, depending on the sequence of the movements, I added 
to the measured azimutb of the passage (97°32') the mean value of 10'. Although 
the estimated margin of error of the azimuth thus obtained is, according to these 
calculations, ±IO', it seems reasonable to consider a larger val ue: on tbe one hand, 
the calculations are valid for a rigid body, whereas the building most surely has not 

Flo. 2. View to the east along the passageway belween the upper sanctuaries of Tlaloc (left) and 
Huitz.iipochtli (right) of Plwsc U of the Templo Mayor of Tenochlitlan. 
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moved uniformly in all of it parts; on the other hand, w can suppose that telluric 
movements, which are so co on in the region and wh se effects may have been 
intensified by the characteri tics of the swampy ground, ·ggered some additional 
and irregular horizontal dis ocations that cannot be r nstructed. Furthermore, 
it should be recalled that th value 97°42' corresponds 0 the azimuth measured 
along the passageway betwe n the twin sanctuaries and c rrected for the estimated 
horizontal rotation, while we have no compelling evidenc that this was, indeed, the 
most relevant alignment for bservations. The mean azim th of all of the east-west 
lines measured on Phase II· 97°24'; this value is, signi cantly, very close to the 
present-day azimuth of the assage, but it also has a argin of error, since the 
individual azimuths diverge considerably. The margin f error of ±30' assigned 
to the east-west orientation azimuth of Phase II of the emplo Mayor (Table 1) 
is based on these considerati ns. 

Aveni et at. and Ponce d Le6n give for the passage of Phase II the azimuths 
97°46' and 97°25', respectiv ly .17 Exploring the effects f the structure' s sloping, 
Ponce de Le6n l8 measured t e axis of the passage projec ed to the present ground 
level, and concluded that th azimuth of 98°48' he establ shed for this virtual axis 
must be considered as very lose to the original azimuth of the passageway. Even 
if Ponce de Le6n's analysis i detailed and careful, it sho ld be pointed out that the 
azimuth obtained by his proc dure is most probably too 1 ge: by projecting the axis 
of the passage to the actual g ound level, along the plane rpendicular to the upper 
platform of the structure,I9 w get a line connecting two pints which - located on 
the front and rear fa~ades - riginaily were not on the s e level, if we consider the 
inclination of the structure, w ose southeastern extreme is n wadays its most elevated 
part. The azimuth of this al gnment does not necessaril reproduce the original 
orientation of the passagewa , since it depends on the p ition of the axes around 
which the structure rotated d on the sequence of these vements.20 

The results of my measur ents show that the orientat on of Phase II, at least in 
the east-west direction, differ from the one incorporated i to the later superimposed 
structures. Measuring the ali ments between the corner of the preserved slanted 
faces (taludes) of the later p ases - or between the po. Is near the corners that 
are not exposed or preserve - I obtained the azimuths shown in Figure 3;21 the 
mean values appear in Tabl 1. The azimuths of the ali nments may nowadays, 
due to settlements, slightly ffer from the original ones, ut the formula discussed 
in the Appendix and derive with the purpose of estim ting possible horizontal 
movements of Phase II can ot be applied to the case 0 later phases, since the 
latter have not moved as ri id bodies. The degree of s bsidence observable at 
different points is directly pr rtional to their distances f m the central part of the 
construction mass, which is e most elevated one, becau e the compressibility of 
underlying clays was reduce by the pressure of the first s perimposed buildings.22 

As it is obvious, therefore, th t the settlements did not pr uce uniform horizontal 
skews, it can be assumed tha by averaging the extant azi uths, the eventual errors 
of individual values cancel 0 t. 
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Ponce de Leon23 also inferred that Phase II, on the one hand, a 
superimposed buildings, on the other, had different orientations. F r the line 
connecting central points of the stairways of the late phases he obtained he azimuth 
of 96°02'. Assuming also for these structures a skew similar to the one etected on 
Phase,II, he added to the measured azimuth the value 1 °23' - i.e. th difference 
between the existing (97°25') and the original azimuth (98°48') he det rmined for 
the passageway of Phase II - and concluded that the value obtained, 9 °25', must 
be considered as the original orientation azimuth of the structural phas s later than 
the second one. In view of the argument presented above, however, the conclusion 
seems hard to accept, both because the correction value determined I' r Phase II 
(l °23') is excessive and because the Phase II structure tilted in a relativ ly uniform 
manner, while the differential settlements of subsequent phases caus d different 
parts of the structures to incline in different directions. It can be obser ed that the 
azimuth measured by Ponce de Leon, without correction (96°02'), is q ite close to 
the mean value based on the taludes (95°36': Table 1). However, the lin measured 
along the central points of the stairways of the superimposed buildin s does not 
necessarily reproduce with precision the orientation of each of them, beca se it could 
never be visually controlled by the builders. On the other hand, we can re all that the 
successive stages of the contemporary Tenayuca pyramid share the same 
but their central east-west axes move progressively towards the south.24 

The data displayed in Table 1 show that the north-south azimuths f Phase II 
and of the late phases are practically equal. Furthermore, the listed value, the result 
of my own measurements, agree with the mean of 6°42' ± 23' establishe by Aveni, 
Calnek and Hartung25 and based on the north-south lines. Observing th t the latter 
do not exhibit notable divergences, Aveni et al. concluded that all of th structural 
stages possessed very similar orientations.26 However, the east-west zimuths of 
the late phases are consistently smaller than those measured on Pha e II, their 
mean values being 95°48' (Phase III), 95°25' (Phase IV), 95°19' (Phas IVb) and 
95°52' (Phase VI) (cf Figure 3). Since these values do not differ from each other 
in a significant and systematic way, it is likely that the mean value bas d on them 
and given in Table 1 represents the intended orientation of the late phases of 
the Templo Mayor with reasonable accuracy.27 This conclusion is su ported by 
the fact that various adjacent structures contemporary with the last ph ses of the 
Templo Mayor28 exhibit comparable orientations. For example, the azi uths of the" 
east-west axes of Structures C and F, located immediately to the nort and south 
of Phase VI, are 95°47' and 95°04', respectively. The pronounced inc inations of 
both structures suggest that their original orientations were quite simi ar to those 
of the late phases of the Templo Mayor: since Structure C, to the no , presents 
the greatest elevation in its southwest comer, its original east-west azi uths must 
have been slightly smaller than nowadays, while those of Structure F, a tematively 
called Red Temple and situated to the south, were probably greater, ecause the 
most elevated part of this building is its northwest comer. The east-w st azimuth 
of Structure B located immediately west of Structure C is 95°23', whil the south 
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face of Struct re E, also known as Hou e of the Eagles and occu ying the extreme 
north of the xcavated area, aligns w'th an azimuth of 95°06 . It seems, then, 
that the orien ation of the Templo M yor was reproduced in he contemporary 
neighbouring uildings.' 

It has been ommonly held that the s eets in the historical cen e of Mexico City 
follow the ori ntation of the Templo Ma or and associated structu es.29 This opinion 
is reflected als in the reconstruction pI ns of the sacred precinct of Tenochtitlan.30 

It should be ointed out, however, tha the orientations of the reater part of the 
buildings that ave been excavated are sightly skewed countercl ckwise relative to 
the present ur an layout. As the plan of Vega Sosa shows, the st ctures excavated 
in the area 0 the nearby Metropolita Cathedral exhibit such a deviation with 
regard to the round plan of the churc , whose axes agree with the orientation of 
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TABLE 2. Data on th eastern horizon of the Templo Mayor of Tenochtitlan. 

Mountain 
Cerro Thiloc 
Cerro Tlamacas 

A 
3°11' 
4°40' 

h 
2°\7' 
0°58' 

Ii 
_2°19' 
14°40' 

Dates 
Mar 14, Sep 28 
Apr 29, Aug 13 

2000 

the surrounding streets.3l T fact that the colonial urban layout corresponds rather 
with the orientation of Phas II of the Templo Mayor32 suggests that this alignment, 
even though in later times t no longer prevailed in the ceremonial precinct, had 
been dominant in the early eriod of Tenochtitlan and persisted in certain buildings 
and streets, or even in the reater part of the prehispanic urban layout, until the 
Conquest, when it was adop ed by the colonial town.33 

Considering that the orie tation of the Templo Mayor changed, beginning with 
Phase III, it can be recalle that the latter, according to various authors, belongs 
to the reign of Itzc6atl. 34 Th modification can thus be understood as a part of the 
ambitious programme of re orms for which this ruler is particularly well known. 
The orientations of the stru tures excavated in the area of the cathedral have not 
been measured with precisi n, but Structure A (Temple of Tonatiuh) appears to 
reflect the same change:35 wile the first construction phase follows the orientation 
of the cathedral and, therefo e, of Phase II of the Templo Mayor, the superimposed 
buildings exhibit a skew in e same direction (counterclockwise) as the late phases 
of the Templo Mayor. How ver, whereas Structure A is late, some other buildings 
that share the same deviati n, notably Structures C and D,36 belong, according 
to Vega Sosa,37 to the early periods of occupation of the site (c. A.D. 950-1350). 
Consequently, it is possible that the new orientation incorporated into the Templo 
Mayor after Phase III had £ erunners, but became dominant in the sacred precinct 
only in the late periods of T nochtitlan. 

The results of my analysis of the alignment data referred to prominent horizon 
features at a number of arc aeological sites in central Mexico suggest that, in the 
case of the Templo Mayor 0 Tenochtitlan, the mountain tops Thiloc and Tlamacas, 
visible on the eastern horizo ,must have been particularly important: they marked 
sunrises on the dates that, to ether with those recorded by architectural orientations, 
composed observational cal ndar schemes comparable to those reconstructed for .. 
other sites.38 The azimuths (A), altitudes (h), declinations (0) and sunrise dates 
corresponding to the two m untains are listed in Table 2.39 

Observational Calendars 

Employing the data present d in Tables 1 and 2, it can be calculated that various 
dates recorded by architec ural alignments and certain mountain peaks on the 
horizon are separated by i tervals that are, or approach, multiples of 13 and 
of 20 days. Cerro Tlamaca demands particular attention, because the dates it 
registers divide the year int intervals of approximately 105 and 260 days. The 
'ideal' dates would be Apri 30 and August 13, which are commonly marked by 
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architectural orientations and prominent horizon features at various sites.40 In fact, 
Cerro Tlamacas could have recorded these dates if the last contact of the olar 
disk with the horizon was observed, i.e. if it was the tangent position of th sun 
upon the mountain that was relevant for determining the dates correspondi g to 
the alignment. The declination of the sun required for seeing its lower limb ali ned 
with the top of Cerro Tlamacas, when observing at the Templo Mayor, is 14° 5'.41 
If for a 4-year period in the mid-fourteenth century - assuming the site fo the 
construction of the Templo Mayor was chosen around that time - we examine olar 
declinations calculated for the moments of sunrise on relevant dates, we fin that 
Gregorian dates on which Cerro Tlamacas was aligned with the centre of the su and 
with its lower limb were those listed in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.42 

It can be observed that the intervals separating the dates registered by the c ntre 
of solar disk behind the summit of Cerro Tlamacas are 105 or 106 and 2 9 or 
260 days. However, if the dates on which the sun's disk was seen tangent t the 
mountain were relevant, the short interval was 105 or, once in the four years 106 
days, while the long interval was always 260 days.43 Assuming that the int rval 
of 260 days was particularly important, because it separated the same dat s of 

. tonalpohualli (the sacred 260-day calendrical count), it can be concluded th the 
dates of the observational calendar of the Templo Mayor were recorded by ta gent 
positions of the sun on the horizon along the alignments.44 

The interval of 46 days between the dates marked by the Tliiloc and Tla acas 
peaks also demands attention, because the sunset dates corresponding t the 
orientation of the Templo Mayor's Phase II subdivide it in intervals of 6 or 
27 and 20 or 19 days (cf Tables I and 2). In the late fourteenth century, 

TABLES 3 and 4. Dates recorded by the solar disk's centre (Table 3) and lower iimb (Table 4) aligned with Cerro 
Tlamacas, and intermediate intervals, for a period of 4 years in the middle of the 14th century. 

Table 3 Table 4 

Year Date Interval (days) Year Date Interval (days) 

1341 Apr 29 1341 Apr 30 
106 105 

Aug 13 Aug 13 
260 260 

1342 Apr 30 1342 Apr 30 
105 105 

Aug 13 Aug 13 
260 260 

1343 Apr 30 1343 Apr 30 
106 105 

Aug 14 Aug I3 
259 260 

1344 Apr 29 1344 Apr 29 
106 106 

Aug 13 Aug 13 
259 260 

1345 Apr 29 1345 Apr 30 
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Phase II was probably erected,45 the sun's lower limb aligned with the TJaloc and 
Tlamacas mountain tops on Ma~h 14 or 15 and April 29 or 30, respeCjivelY, but 
the intermediate interval was p edominantly 46 days. Supposing the a curacy of 
the observational calendar was ore important in spring, before the 0 set of the 
rainy se~son, it is likely that th orientation of Phase II recorded sunset on April 
9 or 10, Ideally separated by the exact intervals of 26 (2 trecenas) and 0 days (1 
veintena) from those marked by Cerro Thiloc and Cerro Tlamacas, respectively.MiI 
The st~cture could hav~ registe~ d these date~ if the t~~ent position of~he sun on 
the honzon was deterrnmant a , moreover, If the ongmal east-west rientation 
azimuth of Phase II was appr ximately 97°50' (declination require : 8°06'), 
i.e. about 8' greater than the one given in Table I (97°42'). The latter has been 
determined from assessment of the magnitude of horizontal skew Ori~' nated by 
settlements, by adding .the ~ea~orreC~ion value?f 10' to the present azi uth of the 
passageway between the twm sa ctuanes (97°32) (vide supra, and the ppendix). 
However, according to the argu ent presented in the Appendix, the origin I azimuth 
could have been, indeed, up to 2 ' greater than it is nowadays.47 

It als~ see~s significant that the interval between the sunrise dates corresponding I 
to the onentatIOn of Phase II approaches 39 days (3 trecenas). However, the spring 
interval (from March 3 to ApriI19), though presumably the more imp01ant, is 37 
~ays. If the origin~l. orientation ~zimuth was about 97°50', as suggested 1bove, and 
If the tangent pOSItIOn of the sun on the horizon was observed, the date of sunset 
along the axis of Phase II was April 9 or 10, while the sunrises occurred on the 
same date of March 3, which mtns that the interval between the two dafS did not 
reach 39 days. The 'ideal' date would have been March 112, 13 days efore the 
one recorded by Cerro TJaloc, d April 9/1 0, 20 days before the sun . se above 
Cerro Tlamacas, but these dates given the horizon altitudes, could not b recorded 
by one and the same orientation.48 

It can be hypothesized that sunrises on March I or 2 (13 days before sunrisel 
above Cerro Thiloc and 39 d~S before sunset in the axis of the temple) were 
marked by o~her .orientations. hile the idea that two slightly different J!ignments 
were embodIed m the same P ase II of the Templo Mayor is not su~orted by 
the measured alignments,4Y it is not impossible that some other neighbouring 
building(s) recorded the relevant sunrise dates, which composed an observational to 

calendar in co~binat.ion with thldates of sunset in the axis Of. the TemPlfMaYOf.50 
The hypotheSIS ObVIOusly has 0 support until a required orientation is found, 
incorporated into a structure co temporaneous with Phase II. 

The available evidence sug ests that the primary concern of the b ilders of 
Phase II was to orient the structure toward the point on the western horizon wherel 
the sun set 26 days after it had risen above Cerro Thiloc and 20 days before the 
same phenomenon occurred afve Cerro Tlamacas. Table 5 presentlthe dates 
and intervals of the observati nal calendar that could have been in se in the 
late fourteenth century, if the est-west orientation azimuth of the str cture was 
approximately 97°50' and if tangent positions of the sun upon the horizon were 
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TABLE 5. Possible obser ational calendar related to Phase II of the Templo Mayor, lor a 4-year period 
in the late 14th entury. 

Alignment Date Interval Date Interval I 
(days) (days) 

1380 1382 167 
Cerro Thiloc, sunrise l Mar 14 Mar 14 

26 
Temp!o Mayor, Phase II, ·unset Apr 9 Apr 10 

27 

20 20 
Cerro Tlamacas. sunrise Apr 29 Apr 30 

105 105 
Cerro Tlamacas, sunrise Aug 12 Aug 13 

19 19 
Templo Mayor, Phase II, unset Aug 31 Sep I 

28 27 
Cerro Tlaloc, sunrise Sep 28 Sep 28 

1381 167 1383 168 
Cerro Thiloc, sunrise Mar 14 MarIS 

26 26 
Templo Mayor, Phase II, sunset Apr 9 Apr 10 

20 20 
Cerro Tlamacas, sunrise I Apr 29 Apr 30 

106 
Cerro Tlamacas, sunrise Aug 13 Aug 13 

105 

19 19 
Templo Mayor, Phase IT, sunset Sep I Sep 1 

27 27 

1382 167 1384 168 
Cerro ThHoc, sunrise j Sep 28 Sep 28 

Cerro T1aloc, sunrise Mar 14 Mar 14 

relevant for deter . ning the dates. As one can see, in the spring half of the year the 
interval b~t~een ~he sunset in the a.xis of the structure and the sunrislabove Cerro 
Tlamacas IS mvanably 20 days, whIle the distance between the sunris above Cerro 
TlaIoc and the sunrt marked. by the building .is 26 days, exc~pt in 13 2, when it is 
27 days. It may be oted, agaIn, that the long mterval separating the sunrises above 
Cerro Tlamacas is Iways 260 days. Also significant might be the fact that the long 
interval between the dates of sunset in the axis of the structure (e .. from 1380 
August 31 to 138 If April 9) is constantly 221 days, i e. 17 trecenas. 

As for the late rientation of the Templo Mayor, the underlying astronomical 
and calendrical mo ives seem to be clear: the intervals composing the bservational 
calendar that can b reconstructed are, or approximate to, mUltiples of trecenas. The 
shortest intervals etween the sunrises and sunsets in the axis of the structure are 
26 or 28 days, while the consecutive sunrise/sunset dates are separateb by intervals 
of 155/156 days; furthermore, the sunset dates recorded by the templ~'s orientation 
fell ~5 da~s before ~n~ after the sunrises above Cerro Tlamacas (ef Tables 1 and 2). 
An Ideal schemelof Intervals would have been the one shown in Table 6, where 
th~ short intervals between the consecutive dates of both sunrises andfunsets in the 
axIS of the structure are always 156 days (12 trecenas), while the sp 'ng intervals 
from the sunrise t the sunset marked by the structure, as well as f om the latter 
to the sunrise abo e Cerro Tlamacas, are 26 days (2 treeenas). Calc lations show 
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TABLE 6. Possible observational calendar related with the late phases of the Templo Mayo of Tenochtitl 

Alignment Date Interval Date 
(days) 

156 
Templo Mayor, late phases, sunrise Mar 9 Oct 4 

26 27 
Templo Mayor, late phases, sunset Apr 4 Sep7 

26 25 
Cerro Tlamacas, sunrise Apr 30 Aug 13 
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that this scheme could have been achieved if the declinat· ons corres onding to the 
east- and west-working orientation of the building were about -40 7' and 5° 5', 
respectively. In the fifteenth century, the sun had these de linations hen its 10 er 
limb 'touched' the east and west horizon of the Templo Ma or at azim ths 95°25' d 
275°25'. Consequently, the ideal dates of the observational alendar co ld, indeed be 
recorded by one and the same architectural orientation, bu only if ta ent positi ns 
of the sun on the horizon were relevant and, at the sam time, if t e orientat on 
azimuth was about 95°25', i.e. 11' smaller than the one g ven in Ta Ie 1 (95°3 '). 
Since the latter derives from the azimuths measured on the reserved s gments of he 
lowest wall faces of the late structural stages, it is obvious th t the marg· n of error at 
has to be allowed for exceeds the correction of 11' necess for obta ning the id al 
value. It is thus very likely that, starting with Phase III, th azimuth 0 the inten ed 
east-west orientation of the Templo Mayor was about 95° 5'.51 

In the light of comparative evidence from other sites it is unl ·kely that he 
alignments to the mountains TlaIoc and Tlamacas were fort itous. Whi e informaf on 
on the eventual importance of Cerro Tlamacas in prehis anic time seems to be 
lacking, the symbolic and ritual significance of Cerro TlaI c is ampl documen ed 
in early colonial written sources and corroborated by ar haeologic 1 remains on 
the mountain's summit.52 Several historical sources ment on that th selection of 
the site for the construction of the Templo Mayor was con itioned b the prese ce 
of caves, rocks and water springs.53 On the other hand, azari et al and Maz ri, 
analysing the settlements of the Templo Mayor in term of the so I mechani s, 
argue that no natural island had ever existed on the spot nd that th temple as 
built upon a huge artificial platform some 11m in height, s bmerged a proximat ly 
6m below the lake surface.54 This interpretation, if correct, ay give f rther supI1 1ft 
to the idea that the site, apparently hardly appropriate for building temple, as 
chosen on astronomical grounds, because it allowed the se of an bservatio al 
calendar in which some significant dates were marked by-he sun's 
certain prominent horizon features. 

Discussion of Some Previous Hypotheses 

Aveni, Calnek and Hartung55 also ascribe astronomical m tives to t e location f 
the Templo Mayor of Tenochtitlan. They observe that the un rises 0 er the pe s 
of Telapon and Tepetzinco (Pefion de los Bafios) about 2 days beD re and aft r, 
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respectively, the spring equinox.56 Their inference abou the impo ance of equinoxes 
is based on indirect data,57 but it might be significant at the da s of sunrise over 
Cerro Tepetzinco are close to the sunset dates marked y the orie tation of Phase II 
of the Templo Mayor.58 Even if Cerro Tepetzinco, wit its sum ·t lying below the 
actual skyline, does not seem appropriate for exact astr nomical 0 servations, it may 
have had a symbolic influence on the location of the Te plo May r of Tenochtitlan. 
We may recall the mythical significance of Tepetzinco, the place here Copil' shead 
was deposited, as well as the argument of Gonzalez A aricio that his rocky outcrop 
had an important role in the urban planning of Tenocht·tlan.59 

Aveni et al.60 find allusions to the observation of the un relativ to the mountains 
in the myth about the founding of Tenochtitlan, as narr ted by Alv ado Tezozomoc 
in his Cronica Mexicdyotl. They comment that the sene with he eagle perched 
on top of a cactus was seen, according to the story, from far way and that the 
eagle, identical to Huitzilopochtli, must refer to the s n, proba ly the rising sun. 
Since the myth also mentions that the Mexica rec gnized th site prophesied 
by Huitzilopochtli when they saw rocks and caves t the east nd north, Aveni 
et al. conclude that the founding of Tenochtitlan m st have b en related to the 
observation of sunrise at a position where relevant alignment to the east and 
to the north intersected. If the story reflects the imp rtance of he mountains to 
the east as calendrical markers, the reference to the levation t the north might 
be associated with the Guadalupe mountain range nd its hig est peak, Cerro 
Cuauhtepec, currently also known as Pico Tres Padr S;61 on th other hand, the 
text might refer to Cerro Chiquihuite, which for an ob erver at t e Templo Mayor 
marks the direction to the astronomical north.62 

Ponce de Leon63 mentions another alignment that een involved in 
considerations about the placement of the Templo enochtitlan: the 
western extension of the solstitial axis of the pyramid ayout of Cholula 
crosses Cerro Tehuicocone, in the mountain ridge nort of Iztaccl uat!, and reaches 
the sacred precinct of Tenochtitlan. While Cholula is ot visible rom the Templo 
Mayor, the alignment to Cerro Tehuicocone may not be fortuit us: though little 
prominent, the peak marked winter solstice sunrises.64 

In his attempt to reconstruct the observational cale dar of th Templo Mayor, 
Drucker suggests that at both Teotihuacan and Tenochf tlan obse ational schemes 
composed of 20-day periods were in use, with a "core . nterval" 0 180 days, from 
September 22 to March 20 .. Drucker calculates that t e Templo Mayor azimuth 
of 97°06' (measured by Aveni) corresponded in the mid-fourt enth century to 
sunrises on March 1 and October 12, and to sunsets on April and September 
2, and concludes that these dates, except April 8, re resent init al days of three 
of the 20-day periods composing his observational ca endar sch me.65 Drucker's 
hypotheses must be rejected because, in the first place his calcul tion procedures 
are erroneous.66 Therefore, the dates he determines do n t correspo d to the azimuth 
of 97°06' and, even less so, to the azimuths of 97°42' d 95°36 , which actually 
represent the orientations of the Templo Mayor (Ta Ie 1). Fu hermore, to my 
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knowledge there is n unequivocal evidence ascribing a special importance to the 
dates September 22 a d March 20, central dates of Drucker's sc erne. 

Galind067 remarks that, according to Sahagun, the feast of Y oaltecuhtli was 
celebrated in the sig called Nahui Ollin, which was the day 2 3 of the count of 
tonalamatl. Conside . ng that Sahagun places the beginning of the prehispanic year 
on February 2, or Fe ruary 12 in the present calendar, Galind observes that the 
day 203 of the calen ar falls exactly on September 2, the day hen the sun set in 
the axis of the Temp 0 Mayor. It must be pointed out, in the rst place, that the 
number "203" repres nts an inadequate translation of the Nahua 1 term used in the 
Florentine codex. An erson and Dibble corrected the error in t eir second edition 
of the work: the text elates simply that the feast was celebrate every 260 days,68 
without mentioning a y relationship with the beginning of the c lendrical 365-day 
year. Furthermore, t e date September 2 referred to by Galin 0 is based on the 
azimuth of 97°25' det rmined by Ponce de Le6n69 for the late ph ses of the Templo 
Mayor; as I have arg ed above, this azimuth approximately co esponds to Phase 
II, while the superim osed buildings -'-- including Phase VII, i. . the temple seen 
by Spanish conquero s - had a different orientation.70 Likewi e, the day March 
4 associated by Galin 071 with sunrises in the axis of the TempI Mayor and with 
the first day of the mo th of Tlacaxipehualiztli, according to Sah gun's correlation, 
corresponds to the imuth 97°25' and, therefore, could not b recorded by the 
orientation of the Te plo Mayor at the time of the Conquest. 

Galindo72 also re£ rs to the dates March 27 and December 12 mentioned by 
Duran and associates the first one with the sunset behind Cerr La Malinche' in 
Duran's scheme, the two dates correspond to the days 4 Ollin of tonalpohu~lli. 
However, beside the f ct that the coincidence of a certain date of onalpohualli with 
one and the same date of the tropical year, recurring only at 42-y ar intervals,13 can 
hardly be considered s relevant for explaining the significance 0 the alignments, it 
should be recalled th the calendar of Duran is fictitious - or a "model calendar" 
- because its indige ous year starts arbitrarily with 1 Cipactli a d 1 Cuahuitlehua 
(At1cahualo), corresp nding to March 1 of the Julian calendar.74 

The Orientation of th Templo Mayor and the Comment of Moto inia 

Finally, let us examin the hypotheses that have been put forward ith respect to the at> 

famous statement of ray Toribio de Motolinia, that the feast of lacaxipehualiztli 
"fell when the sun as in the middle of Uchilobos, which w s the equinox".75 
The text, evidently eferring to the Templo Mayor of Teno htitlan, owes its 
importance to the fac that it seems to be the only documentary reference relating 
a Mesoamerican tern Ie with astronomical observations. No onder, then, that 
there have been vari us attempts at reconciling Motolinia's c mment with the 
archaeologically attes ed layout of the Templo Mayor. 

Aveni and Gibbs,7 finding that the temple's orientation do s not correspond 
to the equinox sunris s on the natural horizon, suggested that t e observations of 
the equinoctial sun co ld have been made at the Temple of Que za1coatl' situated, 
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ccording to some sources, west of the Templo Mayor: due to the height of the latter, 
he sun would have appeared in the notch between the t in sanctuaries only after 
aving moved considerably southwards on its oblique daily path, and reaching the 
imuth corresponding to the orientation of the Templo ayor.77 
Aveni, Calnek and Hartung78 further elaborated the hypothesis, taking into 

ccount the most recent archaeological data. They propose that the Mexica laid out 
t eir earliest temple structures in the east-west direction, i e. to the equinox sunrise, 
ut as the altitude of the successive superimposed buil ings was growing, they 
kewed the orientation to the south, so that the equinocti sun could be observed 
long the passageway between the upper sanctuaries fro some point located in 
ont of the building and along its extended axis. Accor ing to Aveni et al., "the 
eneral conformity of the alignments of the later phases, owever, may be taken to 

i ply either that the differences of linear height between 0 server and sun disk were 
lways kept constant in the engineering problem, or that he desire to preserve the 
quinox orientation, once established, simply was abando ed".79 

Tichy80 argues that the hypothesis forwarded by Aveni t al. is unlikely and that 
t e orientation of the structure must be explored relati e to the sun's positions 
n the horizon. Even if the possibility that some prehisp nic structures contained 
blique alignments, referring to astronomically significant ositions at considerable 
ltitudes, cannot be discarded, the azimuthal distributi n patterns exhibited by 
esoamerican architectural orientations indicate that th latter, indeed, recorded 

stronomical phenomena on the horizon.81 

Quoting Motolinia's comment about the coinci ence of the feast of 
lacaxipehualiztli with the equinox, Aveni et at. 82 me tion that the month of 
lacaxipehualiztli began, in Sahagun's correlation, on arch 4 of the Gregorian 

c endar, so that the feast, usually celebrated at the end 0 the month, would have 
ccurred about March 23, very close to the equinox. Saha un's correlation, which 
akes the first day of Tlacaxipehualiztli occur on Marc 4, Gregorian, is based 

n information compiled in his time83 and thus cannot be relevant for interpreting 
otolinia's statement, which refers to an astronomical p enomenon related to the 

emplo Mayor: even if the structure was not destroyed i ediately, its ritual and 
a tronomical function did not survive beyond the Conquest Furthermore, Motolinia 
s ys that, when the Spaniards conquered the land, the n tives of the New Spain 
s ru:ed their year at the beginning of March, the first month eing Tlacaxipehualiztli, 

hile Sahagun affirms that the indigenous year began in early February with the 
onth Atlcahualo,84 so that the first day of the following onth Tlacaxipehualiztli, 

a though it coincided with March 4, Gregorian, fell in February of the Julian 
c lendar, as Aveni et al. also observe.85 This means that, 'f we rely on Sahagun's 
c rrelation and, at the same time, accept as correct Motoli ia's statement about the 
£ ast of Tlacaxipehualiztli (last day of the month) falling on or near the equinox, 

e are forced to reject as false the information given by t· e same Motolinia about 
t e beginning of the month Tlacaxipehualiztli in March, w ich seems arbitrary. As 
c n be seen immediately, Motolinia's data quoted above re internally coherent86 
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and, moreover, perfectly congruent with the orientation that has been determined 
for the late phases of the Templo Mayor (Table 1). 

Both Motolinia's comment and the drawing of the Templo Mayor in the map 
of Tenochtitlan attributed to Cortes have been interpreted as references to the 
observation of sunrises between the twin sanctuaries.87 In fact, Motolinia's text,88 
having it that the feast of Tlacaxipehualiztli "fell when the sun was in the middle 
of U chilobos", is not explicit and may well refer to the sunset in the axis of the 
building.89 Indeed, in 1519 the last day of Tlacaxipehualiztli fell, according to the 
correlation established by Caso,90 on March 25 of the Julian calendar, equivalent to 
April 4 of the Gregorian calendar, which was precisely the date of sunset along the 
axis of the late stages of the Templo Mayor. Consequently, Motolinia's statement can 
be understood as a reference to the sunset in the structure's axis on the specified date. 
This interpretation agrees not only with Caso' s correlation and his argument,91 based 
on various sources and supported by Prem,92 that the main feast of every month was 
celebrated on its last day, but also with the comment of Motolinia93 himself that the 
last day of the month was "solemn and very festive among them". 

Even the fact that Motolinia correlates the feast of Tlacaxipehualiztli with 
the equinox is only apparently contradictory. As mentioned above, in the Julian 
calendar, which was in use in Motolinia's times (until the Gregorian reform, adopted 
in Mexico in 158394), the feast (and the sunset in the axis of the Templo Mayor) 
fell in 1519 on March 25; the friar's information becomes entirely understandable 
and accurate, if we recall that this day, the Feast of the Annunciation on which 
Jesus Christ's conception was celebrated, was in the Middle Ages commonly 
identified with the vernal equinox.95 It seems, then, that Motolinfa did not refer to 
the astronomical equinox but rather only made note of the correlation between the 
day of the Mexica festival, which in the last years before the Conquest coincided 
with the solar event in the Templo Mayor, and the date in the Christian calendar 
that corresponded to the traditional day of spring equinox. 

Considering that the offerings found at the Templo Mayor and other types of data 
reflect the enormous importance of the ceremonies carried out in Tlacaxipehualiztli,96 
it is not impossible that the temple's orientation had some relationship with this 
month, though the correspondence. was more symbolic than calendrically precise 
and stable. It can be pointed out that the date of the spring sunset recorded by th~ 
late orientation of the Templo Mayor (April 4, Gregorian) fell on a day within ,. 
the month Tlacaxipehualiztli during a period of some 80 years; even if it may be 
fortuitous, it is nonetheless a fact that the date of sunset in the axis of the Templo 
Mayor coincided with the first day of Tlacaxipehualiztli in the late forties of the 
fifteenth century, i.e. precisely in the period of Itzc6atl, the ruler responsible of the 
construction of Phase III,97 which is the first one that has the new orientation. In this 
context it seems significant that, according to the written sources, the ceremonies 
of consecration of the Huey Teocalli, intertwined with the Tlacaxipehualiztli rites, 
acquired importance during the reign of Motecuhzoma Ilhuicamina (1440-69), 
Itzc6atl's immediate successor on the Mexica throne.98 
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Possible Observational Techniques 

It seems fairly certain that the Templo Mayor, like other architectural orientations 
in central Mexico, recorded astronomical phenomena on the horizon, but we can 
only speculate about the possible observational methods. The sunrises may have 
been observed along the passageway between the twin sanctuaries (Figure 2), as 
the drawing in the early colonial map of Tenochtitlan suggests.99 In this case the 
dates corresponding to the orientation could have been determined with ease and 
better precision if the observations were made from a distant point. Moreover, if the 
observation point was at the natural ground level, it necessarily had to be located 
relatively far from the temple: as the height of the latter was growing (by each 
superimposed building), the distance had to increase.lOo If the observations were 
carried out from the upper part of a building situated along the axis of the Templo 
Mayor, the distance could have been smaller. For the moment, however, we have no 
evidence suggesting the location of the eventual observing point. 

On the other hand, it is worth noting some architectural elements of Phase II that 
may have allowed observations of the sun or light-and-shadow effects in the upper 
sanctuaries. Recalling Hartung's suggestion, based on illustrations in some codices, 
that astronomical observations could have been carried out from the interior of the 
temples,101 I measured the imaginary line connecting the centre of the sacrificial 
stone, found in situ in front of the sanctuary of Huitzilopochtli, and the centre of 
the small rectangular pedestal built upon the bench abutted to the interior east wall 
(Figure 4). The alignment does not seem to be astronomically significant, because 
the corresponding azimuth, 99°37', coincides with none of the others that have 
been measured in the building. 102 

Between the jambs of the entrance to the sanctuary of Tlaloc and two abutted 
pillars there are vertical slits that could have facilitated the observation of solar rays 
projected upon the interior east wall of the chapel on certain dates, a few moments 
before the sunset. To the idea expressed by Hartung,103 that the temples' jambs 
possibly incorporated astronomical alignments, it can be added that the sufficiently 
narrow slits, allowing the passage of solar rays on certain dates only, certainly could 
have served as very appropriate devices for precise astronomical and calendrical 
observations. However, the slits of the Tlaloc sanctuary would not have allowed 
high accuracy, because each of the two, defined by rather irregular wall faces, is 
approximately 1.20m long· and between 2cm and 5cm wide. The observational 
hypothesis is further weakened by the fact that the two slits, one to the north and the 
other to the south of the entrance (Figure 2), have very divergent azimuths (94°35' 
± 30' and 98° ± 30', respectively). 

The adjacent Huitzilopochtli' s sanctuary has no comparable masonry pillars 
abutted to the jambs but rather two low walls, which flank the access to the inner 
sanctum (Figure 4). Vestiges of stucco, framing rectangular spaces upon the two 
walls, as well as remains of wood found on both of them during excavations, 
indicate that Wooden pillars were placed on top of the low walls and abutted to 
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Fla. 4. Sanctuary of HuilZ.ilpochtli on the upper platform of Phaoe II of the Templo Mayor of 
Tenochtitlal1 (view to the ea t). 

the jambs of this sanctuary.l04 It seems significant that the jamb faces are much 
smoother and more parallel to each other than tho e of the TlaJoc anctuary : the 
azimnth of north and south jambs are 98°48' ± 30' and 97°40' ± 30', re pectively. 
It should be pointed out however, that the measured lines are, again shortlOS and 
that the original azimuths cannot be accurately determined, because their exact 
values depend on the thickness of the stucco that covered the jambs and which i 
preserved in fragmen . Moreover, the surfaces without stucco on the jambs are 
of roughly the same width a those on the abutted walls sugge ting that the two 
wooden pillar were not separated from the jambs.106 In other words the idea that 
slits, comparable to tho e of the adjacent Tlaloc hrine exi ted between the jambs 
and wooden pi1lars of Huitzilopocbtli' s sanctuary must remain, in the light of the 

C'i 
currently available evidence, merely a peculation. 

Since the alignments discussed differ notably, the corresponding sunset date 
would have fallen . everal days before and after tho e listed in Table 1 and recorded 
by the azimuth of the passageway between the twin sanctuaries. Even if the 
po sibi.lity that certain alignment were a tronomically ignificant and intentiona1 
cannot be discarded, it would be too venturous to peculate along these lines. 
because some of the mea ured azimuths may differ from the original ones, both 
because it is impossible to reconstruct the original thickness of the stucco layers 
and because of posible measurement error ari iog from the shortness of the 
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lines. Furthe ore, no align ents of this type that could serve as comparative 
data are prese ed in other sit s. 

It is not im ossible, of ourse, that the sanctuaries originally had some 
architectural el ments, now st, that permitted the observation of the projection 
of the sun's ra s on relevant dates (e.g. openings, such as those of the Temple of 
the Seven Dol s at Dzibi1ch ltun, Yucatan107

). If light-and-shadow effects were 
observed in th west-facing anctuaries of the Templo Mayor at sunset, we can 
suppose that so e adjacent b ildings, sharing the same orientation but facing east 
(like Structures C and F, cont mporary with the late phases of the Templo Mayor; 
see above) may have served r observing this type of phenomena in ,themoming, 
when the sun r se in the axis f the Templo Mayor. 

To conclude this discussi n on possible observational practices, let us return, 
once more, to he quoted st tement of Motolinia. Commenting upon the feast 
of Tlacaxipeh aliztli and t e associated solar phenomenon at the Temple of 
Huitzilopochtli the author a ds that the building was a little twisted, and that 
"Mutizuma w ted to tear it down and set it straight" . 108 The remark, brief and 
apparently insig ificant, reve s nothing about the observational methods employed, 
but it does sug est that the 0 entation of the temple was not merely symbolic but 
also functional. Considering at the mean east-west azimuths of the late phases 
do not exhibit ignificant dif£ rences (vide supra), the referred imprecision could 
not be large; if n spite of tha it was detected and, moreover, became a matter of 
concern of the upreme Mexi a lord, it seems obvious that the observations were 
made continuou ly and that th function of certain structural elements was to mark 
astronomically elevant align ents with precision. Why was the building twisted? 
Aveni et al. 109 c nsider that the skew may have been a consequence of the difficulties 
the architects h d to face, as ey wished to preserve the equinoctial alignment in 
different buildin stages, each ne with a greater height (cf supra). Another possible 
explanation is re ated with the henomenon whose effects have been analysed above: 
the archaeologic I evidence in icates that settlements represented a serious problem 
already for the exica builde s, forcing them continuously to strengthen, correct 
and re-Ievel the' temples. JIO A I have argued, the settlements were accompanied by 
slight movemen s of the align ents in the horizontal plane; could not it be that this 
was the cause 0 the imperfect' n that Fr Motolinia alludes to? 

In the light of omparative e idence from other central Mexican archaeological 
sites, III itcan be concluded tha the Templo Mayor of Tenochtitlan was constructed 
ona spot that as deliberat ly chosen, with the purpose of employing some 
prominent peak on the local orizon as natural markers of the sun's position on 
certain culturall relevant da es of the tropical year, whereas the architectural 
orientations wer laid out to inpoint dates that were in a meaningful relation to 
those marked b the horizon £ atures. The observational schemes were composed 
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of calendrically significant and, therefore easily manageable intervals. It is ore 
than likely that observational calendars ad practical uses, allowing an effi ient 
scheduling of agricultural and associated tual activities in the annual cycle. hile 
some dates recorded by the alignments robably marked crucial moments of a 
canonic or ritualized agricultural cycle, ot ers must have had 'auxiliary' funct ons. 
Since the intervals that separated them ere multiples of basic periods 0 the 
calendrical system, it was relatively ea y to predict the most important d tes, 
knowing the sequence of the intervals inv lved and the mechanics of the cale dar: 
it should be recalled that the days sepa ated by multiples of 13 days ha the 
same trecena numeral, whereas the phen mena separated by multiples of 20 days 
occurred on the dates that had the same eintena sign of the 260-day count. This 
anticipatory aspect of observational calend rs must have been of major signific nce. 
Important dates, supposing they were reI ted to subsistence activities, had 0 be 
announced ahead of time, because the c remonies officially inaugurating ce tain 
stages of agricultural cycle had to be pre ared with due anticipation; on the ther 
hand, direct observations on relevant dat s may have been obstructed by cl udy 
weatherY2 Notwithstanding, it should b recalled that astronomical align ents 
at the Templo Mayor of Tenochtitlan, a well as at other Mesoamerican ites, 
are associated with the most important ci ic and ceremonial buildings, obvi usly 
revealing that astronomical practices had paramount role in social, religiou and 
even political life of prehispanic societies. 

APPENDIX: POSSIBLE HORIZONTAL SKEWS ESULTING FROM SETTLEMENTS OF P 

II OF THE TEMPLO MAYOR OF TE 

The southeast corner of the strongly tilte second structural stage of the Te plo 
Mayor of Tenochtitlan is, at present, its ost elevated part. By measuring reI tive 
heights of various points on the upper latform, I was able to determin the 
approximate inclination angles along t e north-south and east-west ax s of 
the structure, and to calculate, on thes grounds, the magnitude of pro able 
horizontal movements caused by settlemen s. Though the ground surface suppo ing 
the architectural masses of the Templo ayor is estimated to have under one 
settlements of up to 11m,l13 it can be assu ed, for the purpose of this calcul ion, 
that only west and north parts of the st cture subsided. The situation is sown, 
schematically in Figures 5 and 6. 

The rectangle outlined in each of thes figures with a bold line represent the 
inclination of the base of Phase II, as 0 served nowadays, though intentio ally 
exaggerated, in order to facilitate visualiz tion of the movements and to illustrate 
the derivation of the expression for calcul ting the range of horizontal skews We 
can imagine that the rectangle represents t e base of the building, though it may also 
correspond to the upper platform or to w atever parallel section of the struc ure, 
considering that uniform movements that haracterize the behaviour of rigid b dies 
will be assumed. Ideally, the movements t at have resulted in the extant inclin tion 
of the structure can be separated in two components: those having a horiz ntal 
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rot tion axis in the north-south direction provo ed a greater settlement of the 
w st part, whereas the north part of the struct re subsided as a result of the 
m vements around an east-west horizontal rotat· on axis. The exact location of 
th axes around which the structure reaUy rotated is irrelevant for the calculation, 
be ause the developed expression involves only t e inclination angles, which are 
in ny case equal. Supposing these horizontal ax s were always placed along the 
ea t and south sides of the building's base, two ideal sequences of settlements 
ca be reconstructed. 

he first case is illustrated in Figure 5. If the st cture first suffered a settlement 
of ·ts west part (i.e. rotation around the eastern xis) and later of its north part 
(ro tion around the southern axis), we can obse e that the north-south azimuths 
re ain equal, while the east-west azimuths dimi ish to an extent depending on 
inc ination angles (Figures 5(a) and (d»: if the bu lding inclined first by a vertical 
an Ie a in the east-west direction and, afterwar s, by a vertical angle ~ in the 

h-south direction (Figure 5(a», the azimuths f the east-west lines decreased 
horizontal angle y (Figure 5(d». Figure 5(b) sows that 

x/a = cos a, and so x = a cos a, (1) 
an zia = sina, and so z = a sin a, (2) 
wh Ie Figure 5(c) implies that 

y/z = sin ~, and so y = z sin ~. (3) 
Eli ·nating z between (2) and (3), we have 

y=asinasin~. (4) 
Si ce from Figure 5( d) it follows that 

tan y= ylx, 
we have tan y = (a sin a sin ~)/(a cos a) = tan a sin ~. (5) 

he angle y represents the decrease in the a imuths of east-west lines, if 
the movements that provoked the inclination 0 the body occurred as shown 

igure 5(a). 
he effects of the inverted sequence of move ents are illustrated in Figure 

f we consider that the first movement, provo . ng the settlement of the north 
p ,occurred around the south axis and was folIo ed by one around the east axis, 
res lting in subsidence of the west part of the struct re (Figure 6(a», we can observe 
tha the north-south azimuths increased, while th east-west azimuths remained 
eq a1 (Figure 6(b». The increase of the north-sout azimuths can be calculated by 
the same Equation (5), interchanging the values of and~. 

t should be emphasised that these are, of curse, two ideal sequences of 
m() ements. There is no doubt that Phase II '0 the Templo Mayor subsided 
gra ually; however, particular moving sequences must have been comparable to 
tho e described, having combined effects that resul ed in the skew of all horizontal 
ali nments within the ranges that can be ca1cu ated. Equation (5) allows the 
esti ation of the maximum values of deviation in he horizontal plane of the lines 
inc rporated into the structure. Since the maximum values of a and ~, which define 
the inclination of the upper platform of Phase I , are approximately 8°30' and 
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FIG. 6. Schematic representation of another 'possible sequence of movements that resulted in the 
existing inclination of Phase 11 of the Templo Mayor of Tenochtitlan (cf. Fig. 5): (a) perspective 
view to the northeast; (b) plan. 

2°15', respectively,1l4 it follows that the east-westlnorth-south alignments may 
have suffered an azimuthal decrease/increase of up to approximately 20'. It should 
be reiterated that these are the maximum values calculated for one or the other 
group of alignments, and that gradual settlements with different sequences of the 
structure's movement may have resulted in slightly smaller azimuthal variations, 
though both in east-west and north-south alignments. Consequently, the mean 
correction value of 10' considered for diminishing/increasing the existing 
north-south/east-west azimuths measured on Phase II of the Templo Mayor seems 
to be sufficiently realistic. 
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